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MTGO (Module detection via Topological information and Gene Ontology (GO) knowledge) is an 
algorithm of module detection in Protein-protein interaction networks. The module search is based 
on network topology and knowledge on the biological role of proteins. MTGO employs repeated 
partitions of the network; at each iteration, a new partition is created starting from the previous 
one, reshaping the modules on the basis of the GO annotations and the graph modularity. In this 
way the partition is learned through a process of optimization taking into account both the structure 
of the network and its biological nature. Further details about the algorithm are explained in the 
MTGO paper. MTGO can be used to analyse a PPI network to elucidate the biological processes 
involving the phenomenon represented by the network. In particular, the import of MTGO result in 
Cytoscape (http://apps.cytoscape.org) allows to re-arrange a PPI network grouping nodes into 
functional modules (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).  All the input and output files shown below are in 
the format Tab-separated values. 

Input Files 

Two are the input files of MTGO: 

- Edge: this file contains the edges of the Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) Network. The 

network can be both weighted and unweighted. If the network is unweighted, the file 

contains two columns of nodes, each row indicates an edge. If the network is weighted, the 

file contains three columns: two for the nodes and one for the weights. The weights must be 

between 0 and 1. 

- GO: this file contains the Gene Ontology (GO) terms. The first column is a list of proteins and 

the second a list of Gene Ontology terms. Each row indicates an association between a 

protein and a GO term. The protein list contains the proteins of the PPI network. In the best 

case all the proteins of the PPI network are contained in the file, but is not necessary to have 

all proteins associated to a GO term. In facts, MTGO is able to work even if some network 

proteins aren’t associated to any GO term. The number of proteins associated to one or 

more GO terms is indicated in the output file “Single iteration properties” in the column 

NGO. If the protein list of the file GO contains proteins not included in the PPI network, they 

are ignored by MTGO.  

Two options to build the GO file: 

1. List A: downloading the annotation file at link 

http://geneontology.org/page/download-annotations, selecting the same organism 

of the PPI network 

http://apps.cytoscape.org/
http://geneontology.org/page/download-annotations


2. List B: using Bingo plug-in of Cytoscape (download at link 

http://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/bingo) to select the list of Gene Ontology terms 

enriched in the network 

The List B contains fewer GO terms compared to the List A. These terms are specific for the network, 

this allows MTGO to conduct a better research and to obtain final modules of better quality. In the 

directory Sample, there are two GO input files (List A type) which can be used for the analyses: 

GO.txt is full annotation for Saccharomyces Cerevisiae organism and GOHuman.txt is full annotation 

for Human organism. 

Output files 

MTGO returns several output files. Six files are provided, namely Modules_Best_QGO, 
Nodes_Best_QGO, Modules_Best_Density, Nodes_Best_Density, 

Properties and Single_iteration_properties. Known that: 

 ΦF is the set of the functional modules, each one represented by a pair lh, δh (lh is the label 

of the GO term and δh is the set of proteins linked to the GO term contained in the PPI 

Network) 

 CF is the set of the topological modules ch 

The two main output files are:  

-  Modules_Best_QGO, where each row represents a module: 

o “Modules phi: nodes”: the nodes of the functional module δh
 of the set ΦF 

o “Cluster C: nodes”: the nodes of the topological module ch of the set CF, associated 

to the functional module δh 

o “Gene Ontology Term”: the GO term lh (corresponding to the functional module δh) 

attached to the topological module ch 

- Nodes_Best_QGO, this file contains two columns, the first one is the list of all proteins in 

the PPI network, the second one indicates the GO terms ( lh, from the set ΦF) attached to the 

topological modules of the set CF. Each row contains a protein belonging to a topological 

module ch and the GO term lh associated to ch. 

These two files allow to import the MTGO results into Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org/). 

Nodes_Best_QGO can be used to obtain the configuration showed in Figure 1, through the import 

of the GO terms as node attribute of the PPI Network and using the Cytoscape function “Group 

Attribute Layout” (see Result Import to Cytoscape section below). 
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Figure 1 Import of the MTGO results in Cytoscape, through Nodes_Best_QGO file. 

http://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/bingo


Figure 2 Final partition with GO term descriptions. 

 

The user can use this configuration and the information contained in Modules_Best_QGO file to 

obtain a final result as showed in Figure 2, where each module is attached to its GO description. The 

CF modules cover all the PPI network and can be used as a partition, while the ΦF modules don’t 

cover all the network but identify the central functional units acting at the base of the biological 

system. Furthermore, they can overlap unlike partition CF modules. Using this two files a final 

network model can be obtained to improve the interpretation of the biological phenomenon 

described by PPI network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other two files are provided also for the result computed at the iteration where the value of Mean 

Density of the modules is maximum: Nodes_Best_Density and Modules_Best_Density. 

This result can be used in substitution to the “Best_QGO” result when the GO terms, provided as 

input, have a low quality or cover a little part of network nodes (low NGO). In effect, this result relies 

on much more on the topological properties of the network than on the Gene Ontology. 

Finally there are two other files: 

 Properties presents some general properties of the two final results “Best_QGO” and 

“Best_Density” 

o Modularity: modularity of the partition CF 

o QGO: QGO computed on the sets CF and ΦF 

o Density: mean Density of the topological modules of the set CF 

 Single iteration properties shows the value of Modularity, QGO, Cluster Mean 

Density and NGO (NGO represents the number of proteins associated at least to one GO term) 

computed at each iteration 

MTGO saves output files each thirty iterations, the user can stop the algorithm before the stable 

state is reached and consider the last defined modules as solution. To evaluate the quality of the 

modules, the user can check the increment of the values Modularity and QGO in Single 

iteration properties file (higher Modularity and QGO, better quality). 

 



Instructions (MTGO.exe) 

 

1. Download MTGO.exe file and execute. 

2. Import Edge file (.txt format) from menu File->Import Edges. 

3. Import GO file (.txt format) from menu File->Import Gene Ontology List. 

4. Select the directory to save output files FileSelect output directory. 

5. Insert the two parameters Min. Cluster Size and Max. GO Size. 

6. Click on GO MTGO! 

7. The main interface area visualizes the value of Modularity (Q), QGO and Cluster Mean Density 

for each partial clusterization computed at each iteration. 

8. The main interface area shows the message “Process terminated!”, when MTGO terminates the 

process. 

9. In the directory Sample there are two examples of Edge file and GO file to try MTGO (the nodes 

from the Edge.txt network are proteins from Saccharomyces Cerevisiae organism). 

 

Instructions (MTGO.jar) 

On Windows: 

1. Open cmd window from Start Menu (terminal) 

2. Use cd command to move into the directory where is contained the MTGO.jar  

3. Execute: java –jar MTGO.jar 

On Linux: 

 the same Windows instructions can be used to execute MTGO.jar on Linux 

To execute MTGO.jar the following Java Oracle software needs to be installed on Windows/Linux: 

- Java version 1.8.0_161 

- Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment 

- Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM 

Note: MTGO doesn’t work with Open JDK Runtime Environment. A Sample directory with Input files 

is available. We recommend to use this directory to execute MTGO.jar the first time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Result import to Cytoscape 

1. Open Cytoscape 

2. File-Import-Network-File-> Select the input file Edge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. File-Import-Table-FileSelect the file Nodes_Best_QGO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Layout-Group Attributes Layout-Nodes Gene Ontology (see Figure 1) 

Finally, the http://amigo1.geneontology.org/cgi-bin/amigo/search.cgi?action=advanced_query 

link can be used to search the meaning of the GO codes, showed in file Modules_Best_QGO, 

found by MTGO for each cluster. 

http://amigo1.geneontology.org/cgi-bin/amigo/search.cgi?action=advanced_query

